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How Can The Combination Of Steam Punk & Architectural Design Help 

Us As A Society?



Houses: Through Time

• Strong

• Good for heating & cooling

The Masonry House

• Simple

• Easy construction

• Plenty material

The Wooden House

From the old to Current

• Traditional design

Typical Residential Houses



Houses: Through Time

• Sleek

• Stylish

The Modern House

• Flashy

• Technology driven

• Expensive

The Futuristic House

From Current to Future



Home Technology & The Society
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WIRELESS HOUSE CONTROL

everything you need at a push of 

a button.

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT

ROBOT VACCUMS

Dropped something but to lazy to pick it up?

No problem

DISHWASHER

Too Lazy to wash the dishes?

No problem

How 

Far 

is

Too

Far ?



Is our society becoming too dependent on technology? If 

so how can the combination of 

Steam Punk & Architectural design

stop this?

The Big Question is

Will there come a point where 

we don't need our physical abilities to live at home?

Will our society become so advanced in home technology

to the point where we are destroyed.

But our technical homes live on like in 

“There will come soft rains” 



So, What is Steam Punk?

Steam Punk is a sub-genre of science 

fiction that depicts an alternate history of 

the 19th century.This society emerges after 

a post apocalyptic future, in which steam 

power & gear like contraptions are of 

mainstream usage.



Steam Punk

Simple pieces are put together to make elaborate designs

SIMPLE COMPLEX



Architectural Design
Architecture is both the process and the product of planning, designing, 

and constructing buildings and other physical structures

Simple construction elements are combines to create complex features

SIMPLE COMPLEX



Steam Punk + Architecture

Forcing People to use their physical attributes to experience  all the 

assume

features and design elements there are to offer.

STEAM PUNK ARCHITECTURE+ = KINETIC ARCHITECTURE

Architecture that operates by man power.

Nothing Else



Delta Shelter

Closed

Set of four sliding double-height steel shutters that 

simultaneously open and close through hand-

cranked mechanical means on the four sides of the 

house

Open



242 States St.

Closed

The wall is operated by engaging a pedal—to 

unlock the safety mechanism—then turning a hand 

wheel which activates a series of gears and pulleys 

that opens the sixteen-foot by ten-foot, two 

thousand pound window wall.
Open



Chicken Point Cabin

Closed

Hand-cranked mechanical contraption employing a 

counterbalance principle through a set of gears, like 

that of a bicycle, that allow minimal input of force to 

pivot the six-ton steel and glass window. Open



STEAM PUNK

ARCHITECTURE
If society is becoming too dependent on technology

Steam Punk & Architectural design will help us 

embrace our physical abilities, preventing a rising 

trend of dependence caused by new technologies.
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